
Commented records on criminal charges re: Case #118-18251
1 message

Bonze Anne Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 2:15 PM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: fpberry@gmail.com

Dear Francisco:

Here are copies of the criminal records relating to my case, which I have marked up to note defects in
the semantics employed by Officer Herz, as well as highlighting the physical interactions between us so
the timeline is clear: he acknowledges that he grabbed me first.

Several questions arise from my interactions with police or other “authority figures” in what amount to
highly indirect interrogations, which promoted my levels of stress over the days I was vacationing in
Ithaca hotels. In some of these the persons involved had an approach where they were “pointless” -
since to the best of my recall they never brought up any of the actual issues provoking their concern,
e.g., “talking to myself aloud in public.”  These were conducted over the period of my vacation in
downtown Ithaca from September 13 through the date of my arrest September 19, 2018:

1) An interaction with two authority figures in downtown Ithaca (on Cayuga Street near the Hotel Ithaca
where I stayed first) whose credentials I cannot recall, who subjected me to a brief interrogation
regarding peculiar behavior.

2) An interrogation conducted by a team of individuals at Max’s restaurant in the Hotel Ithaca, who
were presumably called in by waitstaff who were concerned that I was speaking dialog aloud (cf. John
Steinbeck on writing dialog; I was already loopy but these interactions were not conducted with a spirit
of friendly interaction, and resulted in no gain in terms of useful advice or recommendations to me.)

3) An interaction with two police officers of the Ithaca Police Department at the Hampton Hotel as I
was smoking a cigarette outside while seated, in which I was subjected to a vacuous interrogation by
an officer presenting a complaint (?) that “some people have issues with your behavior,” providing, to
the best of my recall, absolutely zero substantive information regarding the nature of the complaint
(maybe based on concerns expressed by staff at the hotel, but that’s unclear. Personally, I believe staff
should feel free to express any concerns to me themselves, since I am a highly cooperative individual
and generally compliant with social norms, and would be happy to tone down or discontinue any
behavior they find annoying or disruptive). 

The officer facing me is the person I characterized to Dr. Ehmke at Cayuga Medical Center as a “phony
cop,” not because I believed he was impersonating an officer, but because his bearing towards me
seemed to indicate a lack of confidence in his interaction with me as a law enforcement professional:
“wimpy.”

Here follow the interactions with IPD officers on 9/19/18, over the course of which I do not believe I
was clearly informed that I was an unwelcome presence at the Denny’s restaurant located on Elmira
Rd.:

4) I was intercepted by a police cruiser in the parking lot of Walmart as I was walking over there to
purchase some cigarettes, with the intention of returning to Denny’s to have some more food. I
willingly cooperated with the two officers involved, returning to Denny’s to pay immediately for the bill I
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had failed to pay off before leaving. The video recordings of this conversation (assuming audio is also
recorded on the new police gear) should provide evidence that I had intended to return to Denny’s to
continue eating, and that I cooperated with the officer who requested ID.

5) As I was walking back to Denny’s, I encountered an IPD officer, to whom I offered a $20 bill as
payment for the bill to save some walking, since I was wearing 3” heels (as I typically do) and wanted
to spare myself the additional walk. He asked me if I wanted to leave such a substantial tip, since the
bill was only about $13.50 or so, and I told him that was the case. Following that interaction, I returned
to Walmart and purchased a package of cigarettes before returning to Denny’s.

6) And finally, the catastrophic interaction with Officer Herz at Denny’s following my *actual* descent
into freaking out over imaginary risks, as the sole person I saw at the restaurant, seated at the back of
the front section, departed as I entered - leaving me entirely alone, without service, or indeed any
meaningful interaction at all?

This is tragic, because a statement such as “I would appreciate it if you would leave, because I’m upset
by your behavior” from staff would have worked just fine to impel me to leave on my own accord: I was
born and raised in Little Rock, Arkansas, and I was raised better than to go where I do not belong. 

Thanks,
- AnneRose

5 attachments

2018-09-13 BARB ELECTROLYSIS VACATION PREP Hilton Gardens - Gmail - Please tell us what you
think.pdf
94 KB

2018-09-14 BARB ELECTROLYSIS VACATION PREP Hotel Ithaca - Gmail - Thank you for your recent
visit to Hotel Ithaca.pdf
335 KB

2018-09-17 BARB ELECTROLYSIS VACATION PREP Hampton by Hilton by Walmart -
FOLIODETE_20180919081320.pdf
87 KB

2018-09-19 BARB Trespassing - Prosecution Notices and Demands - commented.pdf
1.3 MB

2018-09-24 BARB Trespassing - Accusatory Instrument.pdf
2.1 MB
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Medical Records relevant to the police beat-down on 9/19/18 - Case #118-18251
1 message

Bonze Anne Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 2:21 PM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: fpberry@gmail.com

Here are copies of the medical records relevant to my arrest on 9/19/18, which I have marked up to
note defects in the presumptions and logic of the clinicians in the Behavioral Services Unit at Cayuga
Medical Center; records from my hospitalization over December-February 2016 are available at
<http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeblayk/testify/therapyness/cmc/>, along with records relevant -
sometimes only tangentially - to my history with mental health services, where I have laid out a
timeline of events at <http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeblayk/testify/masterlist.html>. 

In the Treatment Over Objection from 2018, we can observe ample evidence of incompetence blended
with implicit malice, just for example:

 1) They entered an incorrect birthdate in the TOO; this matters! and 
 2) “Danger to self: likely to be assaulted”

Really? I’ve been subjected to some really annoying harassment, with two episodes amounting to
menacing… but I was never subjected to an assault over the course of my entire life until 9/19/18. 

 “Likely”? Why? ==> “Who wouldn’t?” 

This is madness. Out trans and consistently wearing skirts (I hate wearing pants!) since 1/1/11, and all
the while suffering a few hostile interactions, but no glaring offenses. Just what is the problem here?

And note, additionally, that there exists a logical thread between the irrational assertions made by Dr.
Ehmke and a legal justification for Officer Herz’ brutal behavior on 9/19/18; if one accepts the
assertions made in the affidavits filed in support of the Treatment Over Objection, what reasonable
person would object to his ready resort to violence over dialog?
 _____

http://ypdcrime.com/penal.law/article35.htm

NY Laws › Penal Law › Part 1 ›Title C > Article 35

S 35.30 Justification; use of physical force in making an arrest or in preventing an escape.
   1. A police officer or a peace officer, in the course of effecting or attempting to effect an arrest, or of
preventing or attempting to prevent the escape from custody, of a person whom he or she reasonably
believes to have committed an offense, may use physical force when and to the extent he or she
reasonably believes such to be necessary to effect the arrest, or to prevent the escape from custody, or
in self-defense or to defend a third person from what he or she reasonably believes to be the use or
imminent use of physical force; except that deadly physical force may be used for such purposes only
when he or she reasonably believes that: …
 _____

Surveying and analyzing this crap gives me the hives: PTSD sucks. I feel terror as I contemplate the
cruelty exhibited here, simply in the fact that the clinicians and many of the staff would not, or could
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not, acknowledge my clear and repeated statements that not only was I in severe pain when I moved
my shoulder, but I could not appear in court to argue against the TOO… since I was simply incapable of
donning appropriate clothing, a problem with which I shall be forced to contend with to the end of my
days: the torn tendons are inoperable, according to Dr. Donohue of Cayuga Medical Associates (their
expert in surgery on shoulder injuries). 

Thanks,
- AnneRose

PS: Amusing, or not? CMC failed to notify Molina Healthcare of my admission on 9/19, leading to the
rejection of some $20,000 they had billed for the essential medical support required following the
beatdown - essential support which for some reason, Molina characterizes as a “mental health
admission” in their communications to me?

Evidently they are going to be paid for the charges filed following my involuntary admission to the BSU
under MHL 9.39 on 9/24 - despite my filing an objection to the quality of their “services” with Molina.

??? Most peculiar indeed.

8 attachments

2018-09-19 BARB 2018-09-24 CMC inpatient charges rejected by Molina for failure to notify them of
admission.pdf
2.9 MB

2018-09-19 BARB Trespassing - Bangs Ambulance Transport Record - Denley -010 - OCR.pdf
208 KB

2018-10-09 BARB - Cayuga Medical Center Treatment Over Objection - commented.pdf
11.1 MB

2018-11-01 BARB CMC Discharge Plan.pdf
1.8 MB

2018-11-07 BARB Acknowledgment of Receipt by Molina of complaint re CMC psychiatric abuse.pdf
941 KB

2018-11-19 BARB Donohue Physical Therapy Requisition for left Rotator Cuff disability suffered 2018-
09-19.pdf
935 KB

2018-12-15 BARB Continuity of Care Document (CCD) - MEDENT hospital records.pdf
72 KB

2018-12-26 BARB Orthopedic X-Ray results - Communicator Online Secure Messaging - Health
Records.pdf
50 KB
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Court Date Adjournment
1 message

Francisco <fpberry@gmail.com> Thu, Feb 28, 2019 at 2:58 PM
To: Bonze Anne Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com>

Hi Anne Rose, hope you are doing well. Thank you for all the information you sent me in 2/13.  I have not yet
received discovery from the District Attorney’s office.  So, I requested that the court appearance tomorrow be
postponed until March 20th in order to avoid waisting our time sitting in Court.  The court approved the
request, so we do not have to appear until Wednesday, March 20, 2019 at 9:30 am.  I will keep you appraised of
any any news in the meantime. Please let me know you got this message.  Yours, Francisco
   
Law Office of Francisco Berry P.C.
308 N. Tioga Street
P.O. Box 245
Ithaca, New York 14851
(607) 342-8275
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Re: Court Date Adjournment
1 message

Bonze Anne Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Thu, Feb 28, 2019 at 7:31 PM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: Francisco Berry <fpberry@gmail.com>

Thanks, Francisco! I hope you've been doing well yourself...

I've recovered from the Major Depression and movement disorder induced by having Invega Sustenna forced
on me; it was three months of Hell, but I'm feeling 'with it' again, and once again truly competent to drive?

I've been working up more materials for the case, including a year-long timeline of withdrawals on my CFCU
account, highlighting expenses relevant to my "Electrolysis Vacation" exercise downtown from 9/13/18 -
9/19/18; I was prepping for a trip to DFW to get beard removal done in October, which requires having a 5-day
growth of my facial hair - this is a part of a larger project in which I am working towards getting gigs as a
"Spiritual Consultant"? 

... which is - LOL - an approach to advertising myself as a 'philosophe' without dragging myself through the
doctorate in Philosophy I wanted to pursue back in college, up until my friends (all engineers) persuaded me to
stick with Economics, because

- "Get real! There are no jobs in philosophy!"

True, that; sad, but true.

Thanks!
- AnneRose

On Thu, Feb 28, 2019, 2:58 PM Francisco <fpberry@gmail.com wrote:
Hi Anne Rose, hope you are doing well. Thank you for all the information you sent me in 2/13.  I have not yet
received discovery from the District Attorney’s office.  So, I requested that the court appearance tomorrow
be postponed until March 20th in order to avoid waisting our time sitting in Court.  The court approved the
request, so we do not have to appear until Wednesday, March 20, 2019 at 9:30 am.  I will keep you appraised
of any any news in the meantime. Please let me know you got this message.  Yours, Francisco
   
Law Office of Francisco Berry P.C.
308 N. Tioga Street
P.O. Box 245
Ithaca, New York 14851
(607) 342-8275
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"To Whom It May Concern" package on my arrangements for medical care - if you
think it's OK? THANKS
1 message

Bonze Anne Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Fri, Mar 22, 2019 at 4:23 PM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: Francisco Berry <fpberry@gmail.com>

In order to address the concerns of the City Prosecutor that I may be dangerous due to mental illness, I would
be fine with undergoing 730 examinations for fitness to stand trial, which naturally serve as a backdrop for
assessing criminal intent or other irresponsible behavior. Otherwise, I am taking care of my emotional distress
due to PTSD in a responsible manner, and sadly, find the services available at TCMH unsuited to my medical
needs, in part because they exclude clients from working with outside therapists; to allay the Prosecutor's
concerns, I am providing here documentation on my medical history and engagement with responsible
medical practitioners. 

Please note that I have no history of any criminal charges against me from February 1997 up until September
19 2018, have a clean driving record, and have been active in the Ithaca community since 2011 as an openly
transgendered person. I have been seeking employment of some type within the music industry, particularly in
audio recording and A/V work; for examples see my YouTube Channel at <https://www.youtube.com/user/
bonzeblayk>, where I have published videos of my own public performances along with many other live
performances by some of Ithaca's legendary musical performers, most of them produced using sophisticated
audio techniques.

Documents have long titles in order to provide a brief summary of relevant details.

The first two documents in this list underscore the fact that an insanity acquittal in New York is a finding of
innocence, and in 2012 that I completed my obligation - deriving from my acquittal for the offense of arson on
February 6 1997 - to submit to supervision by the NYS Commissioner of Mental Health. This finding
establishes that I am responsible for my own health and welfare, and that I will be held legally responsible if I
am accused of criminal behavior, a standard which I accept.

 00 - 1997-02-06 BARB - BAD TRIP RECORDS -- AnneRose Blayk - 'A M'Naghten Case Study' (and PEN
40.15) - An successful insanity plea in NYS is a finding of NO 'mens rea' - INNOCENT not 'Guilty But Mentally
Ill'.pdf

 01 - 2012-07-24 BARB - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - CPL 330-20 Discharge Order - Judge Rowley.pdf

The next five documents highlight my success in obtaining competent medical care appropriate to my
condition, including 

Legally qualifying to change the 'gender marker' to 'F' on all my ID following evaluations by my PCP of
over 35 years and an expert clinical psychologist, 
Qualifying  for hormonal treatment appropriate to the ICD-10 diagnosis 'F64.0 Transsexualism' following
a professional assessment by an expert endocrinologist, and 
Qualifying for legal medicinal marijuana under NYS law to treat PTSD following an assessment by an
expert psychiatrist. 

 02 - 2012-11-04 BARB - barmayden AnneRose Blayk - Letter from Dr Joanne Zager PhD Clinical
Psychologist for the DMV stating AnneRose Blayk's -main gender is female- with Images of NYS DMV DL and
Passport coded F for FEMALE - small.png

 03 - 2018-08-02 BARB - IthacaMed - Adam Law MD - Lab Order for Endocrine Workup - Diagnosis - ICD-10
F64.0 Transsexualism - History of Deep Vein Thrombosis - STOCKINGS recommended by Robert Breiman MD
August 2014 - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk.jpg
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 04 - 2018-08-28 BARB - Brian Babiak MD Psychiatrist - Diagnosis - PTSD - PTSD001 - F43.12 -
Certification_BONZE ANNE ROSE BLAYK_PC1-387106242 - Medical Marijuana Program Patient
Certification.PDF

 05 - 2018-09-06 BARB - AnneRose Blayk - Medical Marijuana ID Card - Front - IMG_20181015_182340776 -
small.jpg

 06 - 2018-09-03 BARB - Brian Babiak MD - Psychiatrist - Gmail - Only Medical Marijuana recommended for
'PTSD etc' - Screenshot_20181029-134710.png

The last document in the list here is a report from 2011 by Dr. Lippert of Tompkins County Mental Health, in
which I believe I demonstrate both the existence of bias and the persistence of errors found in earlier reports
by providing marginal notes and illustrative highlighting supported by online documentation linked at
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ and elsewhere.

 07 - 2011-09-14 - EVIDENCE OF BIAS at TCMH - Gerard Lippert MD - Pages 22-27 from 2012-07-24 Filings
Confidential-2 - TCMH PROGRESS NOTES insanity featuring -presumption of maliciousness - despite PEN
40.15 Insanity Acquittal.pdf

The purpose of my "ELECTROLYSIS VACATION PREP" in hotels down in Ithaca starting on September 13 2018
was to prepare for a trip - scheduled around October 11 2018 - to Electrolysis 3K's Dallas/Fort Worth
location by staging an exercise with the same kind of computer gear, luggage, hotel experiences, and 5-day
beard growth that would be required to journey there and have expert male electrolysis performed.

 2018-06-30 BARB - Electrolysis 3K Gmail - AnneRose Blayk - More photos of 4-day beard growth part 2 -
Expert medical treatment for male facial hair.pdf

The remainder of the documents in this list consists of reports from my health care history, where I have
consistently co-operated with appropriate and caring medical treatment, except perhaps during my admission
to Cayuga Medical Center on September 19 2018 immediately following the police assault and the very early
period of my hospitalization; during this time my behavior was definitely influenced by the administration of
Ketamine as an anaesthetic drug during the surgery on my shoulder by Dr. Blake on September 19 2018.

 2018-07-03 BARB - Robert Breiman MD PCP - FULL PHYSICAL - All Tests OK - Gmail - Notification:
Physical - Dr. Breiman at Northeast Office @ Tue Jul 3, 2018 2:20pm - 3:20pm (EDT)
(bonzesaunders@gmail.com).pdf

 2018-07-30 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD - Endocrinological Consult - BP Blood Pressure 128-78
Patient Portal - 'She wants to start transitioning after electrolysis is complete in January'.pdf

 2018-08-28 BARB - Brian Babiak MD Psychiatrist - PTSD001 - F43.12 - NOT REIMBURSABLE - OUT OF
NETWORK - $280.00.jpg

 2018-09-13 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD Endocrinology Patient Care Summary - LAB FOLLOW UP -
BP Blood Pressure 132-80 - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - 14564.portal.athenahealth.com.pdf

 2018-10-10 BARB - ELECTROLYSIS VACATION - Best Western Dallas - Gmail - reservation for 10:9:18.pdf

 2018-10-30 BARB - Robert Breiman MD PCP - Gmail - Notification: Breiman Taxi Transport @ Tue Oct 30,
2018 8am - 9am (EDT) (bonzesaunders@gmail.com).pdf

 2018-11-15 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - MRI Result - Communicator Online Secure
Messaging - Health Records - Medicaid Taxi Transport.pdf

 2018-11-19 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist -  Physical Therapy Requisition for left Rotator
Cuff disability suffered 2018-09-19 - BP Blood Pressure 131-80 - Medicaid Taxi Transport.pdf

 2018-12-26 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - Walter Silbert MD Radiologist - Orthopedic X-Ray
results - Communicator Online Secure Messaging - Health Records - Private Taxi and Gadabout Transport.pdf
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 2019-01-10 - 2019-01-15 - 2019-01-29 - 2019-02-12 - 2019-03-12 - BARB - McCune and Murphy PT -
Physical Therapy for rotator cuff disability - 5 Sessions - Self-Transport - small.jpg

 2019-02-26 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - ORTHOPEDIC FOLLOWUP - BP Blood Pressure
142-82 - Self-Transport.pdf

 2019-03-09 BARB - Robert Breiman MD - Lorazepam .5mg 60 tablets PRN for insomnia - Walmart - Screen
Shot 2019-03-20 at 3.22.57 PM.png

 2019-03-22 BARB - Complete History of Charts from Cayuga Medical Associates -
pdf_1553270000_51175_8406148.pdf

 2019-03-22 BARB - My Account - Vireo Health of New York - OPEN ACCOUNT for
bonzesaunders@gmail.com - LEGAL MEDICAL MARIJUANA.pdf

 2019-04-01 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD - Endocrinological Consult - Hormone Therapy -
Screenshot_20190128-123711 - UPCOMING APPOINTMENT.png

Sincerely,
Bonze Anne Rose Blayk
Secretary, databeast Inc./BAD TRIP RECORDS

24 attachments

02 - 2012-11-04 BARB - barmayden AnneRose Blayk - Letter from Dr Joanne Zager PhD Clinical
Psychologist for the DMV stating AnneRose Blayk's -main gender is female- with Images of NYS DMV
DL and Passport coded F for FEMALE - small.png
858 KB

03 - 2018-08-02 BARB - IthacaMed - Adam Law MD - Lab Order for Endocrine Workup - Diagnosis -
ICD-10 F64.0 Transsexualism - History of Deep Vein Thrombosis - STOCKINGS recommended by
Robert Breiman MD August 2014 - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk.jpg
4.2 MB

05 - 2018-09-06 BARB - AnneRose Blayk - Medical Marijuana ID Card - Front -
IMG_20181015_182340776 - small.jpg
236 KB

06 - 2018-09-03 BARB - Brian Babiak MD - Psychiatrist - Gmail - Only Medical Marijuana recommended
for 'PTSD etc' - Screenshot_20181029-134710.png
120 KB

2018-08-28 BARB - Brian Babiak MD Psychiatrist - PTSD001 - F43.12 - NOT REIMBURSABLE - OUT OF
NETWORK - $280.00.jpg
2.2 MB

2019-01-10 - 2019-01-15 - 2019-01-29 - 2019-02-12 - 2019-03-12 - BARB - McCune and Murphy PT -
Physical Therapy for rotator cuff disability - 5 Sessions - Self-Transport - small.jpg
311 KB

2019-03-09 BARB - Robert Breiman MD - Lorazepam .5mg 60 tablets PRN for insomnia - Walmart -
Screen Shot 2019-03-20 at 3.22.57 PM - Self-Transport.png
125 KB

2019-04-01 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD - Endocrinological Consult - Hormone Therapy -
Screenshot_20190128-123711 - UPCOMING APPOINTMENT.png
90 KB

00 - 1997-02-06 BARB - BAD TRIP RECORDS -- AnneRose Blayk - 'A M'Naghten Case Study' (and PEN
40.15) - An successful insanity plea in NYS is a finding of NO 'mens rea' - INNOCENT not 'Guilty But
Mentally Ill'.pdf
973 KB

01 - 2012-07-24 BARB - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - CPL 330-20 Discharge Order - Judge Rowley.pdf
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1.4 MB

04 - 2018-08-28 BARB - Brian Babiak MD Psychiatrist - Diagnosis - PTSD - PTSD001 - F43.12 -
Certification_BONZE ANNE ROSE BLAYK_PC1-387106242 - Medical Marijuana Program Patient
Certification.PDF
76 KB

07 - 2011-09-14 - EVIDENCE OF BIAS at TCMH - Gerard Lippert MD - Pages 22-27 from 2012-07-24
Filings Confidential-2 - TCMH PROGRESS NOTES insanity featuring -presumption of maliciousness -
despite PEN 40.15 Insanity Acquittal.pdf
557 KB

2018-06-30 BARB - Electrolysis 3K Gmail - AnneRose Blayk - More photos of 4-day beard growth part 2
- Expert medical treatment for male facial hair.pdf
138 KB

2018-07-03 BARB - Robert Breiman MD PCP - FULL PHYSICAL - All Tests OK - Gmail - Notification:
Physical - Dr. Breiman at Northeast Office @ Tue Jul 3, 2018 2:20pm - 3:20pm (EDT)
(bonzesaunders@gmail.com).pdf
63 KB

2018-07-30 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD - Endocrinological Consult - BP Blood Pressure 128-78
Patient Portal - 'She wants to start transitioning after electrolysis is complete in January'.pdf
149 KB

2018-09-13 BARB - Ithacamed - Adam Law MD Endocrinology Patient Care Summary - LAB FOLLOW
UP - BP Blood Pressure 132-80 - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - 14564.portal.athenahealth.com.pdf
65 KB

2018-10-10 BARB - ELECTROLYSIS VACATION - Best Western Dallas - Gmail - reservation for
10:9:18.pdf
72 KB

2018-10-30 BARB - Robert Breiman MD PCP - Gmail - Notification: Breiman Taxi Transport @ Tue Oct
30, 2018 8am - 9am (EDT) (bonzesaunders@gmail.com) - Medicaid Taxi.pdf
64 KB

2018-11-15 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - MRI Result - Communicator Online Secure
Messaging - Health Records - Medicaid Taxi Transport.pdf
52 KB

2018-11-19 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - Physical Therapy Requisition for left Rotator
Cuff disability suffered 2018-09-19 - BP Blood Pressure 131-80 - Medicaid Taxi Transport.pdf
935 KB

2018-12-26 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - Walter Silbert MD Radiologist - Orthopedic
X-Ray results - Communicator Online Secure Messaging - Health Records - Private Taxi and Gadabout
Transport.pdf
50 KB

2019-02-26 BARB - Benjamin Donohue MD - Orthopedist - ORTHOPEDIC FOLLOWUP - BP Blood
Pressure 142-82 - Self-Transport.pdf
950 KB

2019-03-22 BARB - Complete History of Charts from Cayuga Medical Associates -
pdf_1553270000_51175_8406148.pdf
97 KB

2019-03-22 BARB - My Account - Vireo Health of New York - OPEN ACCOUNT for
bonzesaunders@gmail.com - LEGAL MEDICAL MARIJUANA.pdf
92 KB
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Regarding my ordinary public presentation and business program
1 message

barmayden AnneRose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 11:03 AM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: Francisco Berry <fpberry@gmail.com>

Hi Francisco! I hope you're doing well!

I felt that both you and the City Prosecutor should be aware, as you review the bodycam recordings, that my
public presentation at that time was not at all abnormal for me; I probably haven't noted that I'm a (very) minor
celebrity from events dating 40 years back, as a co-founder of the legendary hardcore-punk band, the Angry
Samoans?

Whatever, I transitioned socially back on January 1, 2011, always wear skirts, and I have a high public profile as
a out trans woman; here's a link to an online 48-image slideshow of about 1 minute duration to underscore the
point that I have been way out there as a personality for about 8 years and have no particular problems with
my reception in public; the more provocative imagery has been shared on Facebook rather than publicly,
because I'm much more modest in public!

http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeblayk/barmayden/out/

As far as my business program is concerned, I've been working on developing analyses of cultural phenomena
and offering consulting as a Spiritual Consultant through databeast Inc./BAD TRIP RECORDS - which I founded
back in 1994 in order to contract with Cornell for a license to COMET - and relying on Ms. Lenora Quvus, now
President and Treasurer of databeast, Inc., to arrange appropriate venues for presentations, conferences, etc.,
where it might be possible for us to "pull in a few dimes" so we don't starve to death!

[2018-08-24 - barmayden AnneRose Blayk - Spiritual Consultant - INTERACTIVE BACKGROUNDING TOPICS
v2.0.pdf]

Attached find a record of my past year's expenses; I've been devoting what resources I have left to making this
project work, and - can you believe it! - facial hair is a gross impediment to acceptance as a professional trans
woman, and Electrolysis 3000 is the only service in the United States that provides swift, painless, reliable
eradication of male facial hair: they're legendary.

So?  Any backlash from "concerned parties" about how I spend my money, such as IS THIS A MANIC SPREE
are not only unwelcome, they should be viewed as evidence of gross prejudice against trans women.

2018-08-24 - barmayden AnneRose Blayk - Spiritual Consultant - INTERACTIVE BACKGROUNDING
TOPICS v2.0.pdf
233 KB
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OOPS I hate Gmail: here's the rest of that last email
1 message

barmayden AnneRose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 11:15 AM
Reply-to: bonzesaunders@gmail.com
To: Francisco Berry <fpberry@gmail.com>

Gmail sends email on a double-tap on the Return key, and it sucks!

So, here's the expense record, which also covers the period leading up to the Officer Herz' assault on
September 19, 2018.

[2018-01-01 - 2018-10-16 - CFCU - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - CFCU Community Credit Union.pdf]

And also an extract from Deirdre McCloskey's memoir Crossing, which might help you understand better "how
it is" when a psychiatrist decides you're nuts… because your sister, a Clinical Psychologist, decides to accuse
you of "mania."

And the nature of "insight" in psychiatry: some are good, some are bad, and some are evil.

… if you happen to be an esteemed Professor of Economic History and Rhetoric, it's a lot easier going than if
you're "merely the developer of COMET, dataComet, and dataComet-Secure" - "Doctor" Ehmke thinks this is a
joke!

</headdesk>

Thanks, sincerely,
Bonze Anne Rose Blayk

2 attachments

2018-01-01 - 2018-10-16 - CFCU - Bonze Anne Rose Blayk - CFCU Community Credit Union.pdf
275 KB

Deirdre McCloskey, distinguished Economist and Professor of Rhetoric, on her experience with forced
hospitalization and the nature of 'insight' - from her autobiographical work Crossing.pdf
2 MB
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